
 
 

Press Release: Removing Radioactive Fuel Rods in Fukushima in 
November 2013 is an Issue of Human Survival 
 

In light of this global crisis, Children of the Sun Foundation is seeking to partner with fellow 
humanitarian groups to coordinate a global meditative effort aimed at preventing any further 
nuclear disaster at Fukushima. This is the second assignment for their latest initiative, The Global 
Peace Operations, having successfully completed a peace building mission in Syria and Egypt in 
August of this year.  

Since the Japanese Earthquake that catalyzed the nuclear disaster at Fukushima in March 2011, the 
world coverage about the potential contamination and the resulting global impact has varied 
considerably. 
 

Reports from numerous online resources state that Fukushima is leaking at least 300 tons of 
radioactive chemicals into the ocean per day. In addition to this mass contamination, it has been 
identified that the most significant danger now lies in the delicate underwater operation to remove 
the spent fuel rods to safer storage locations. 
 

Starting this November, TEPCO (Tokyo Electric Power Company) will begin the dangerous extraction 
process to remove the spent fuel rods. This is a process normally assisted by computers but now 
must be done manually due to the high levels of radiation and deteriorating environmental 
conditions.  
 

There is very high risk that these rods will drop or break, according to Toshio Kimura, former TEPCO 
technician. The resulting nuclear emissions would be 13,000 times more powerful than those 
experienced at Hiroshima. This poses a significant threat not only to Japan but also to the rest of 
the world. 
 

Former U.N. adviser Akio Matsumura calls removing the radioactive materials from the Fukushima 
fuel pools "an issue of human survival".  
 
Children of the Sun Foundation is focusing all efforts on continuing to build a worldwide self-
organizing meditation network of 144,000 passionate people, who can be linked in an instant 
through the use of the internet and mobile technology. Welcoming citizens and leaders from all 
countries, this collaborative effort is resolved to aide in stabilizing global crises like the one 
unfolding in Fukushima. 



 “As we come to directly experience the truth of our interdependence, these global catastrophes can 
be our greatest teachers. They shake us up and wake us up to the reality that everything we do 
affects the greater whole. We have an opportunity to show the world the power that exists within us 
as one united family of Humanity. There is no limit to what a focused and dedicated group can 
accomplish”. – Tiara Kumara, Children of the Sun Foundation.  

Children of the Sun Foundation will have a delegation team situated in Japan during the full moon 
lunar eclipse on October 18th, 2013 to assist in facilitating a live synchronized meditation event. 
This will take place at 11am in the Japanese time zone. This focus will continue to build with the 
daily efforts of thousands of participants from around the world, culminating in a global meditative 
transmission on the November 3rd new moon solar eclipse at 11am (JST).  

Please help spread the word and join us in the effort to circumvent any further nuclear 
contamination. 

With Love, 

The Children of the Sun foundation  

www.childrenofthesun.org  

Children of the Sun Foundation is a non-profit public foundation initiating conscious evolution 
through activities that build unity and global coherence. Our programs are helping to catalyze a 
worldwide Goodwill Movement to shift mass perception into a worldwide reflection of global peace 
and cooperation amongst all people, in every level and walk of life. 
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Contact Children of the Sun Humanitarian Foundation:  

Gary Gottselig  
Program Director 
Vancouver, Canada  

gary@childrenofthesun.org  
 

Edwin van Rossum  
European Publicity Manager: +31 (0) 6 1941 44 55  
Amsterdam, Netherlands, Europe  

publicity@childrenofthesun.org  

 
Resources 

 
1. Fukushimaupdate.org  
 
2. Harvey Wasserman – Video from Nukefree.org  
       https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=NucjTiOXxSQ 
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